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Track Line (TL)
Wide Mixed Solar Line (WMS)
Aquastraight Line (AST) in daytime
Aquastat (AS)
Spring Spiral (SS)
Magnetic Vortex (MV)
Electric Vortex (EV)
Three-Ring Circle (3RC)
Subtle Line (SL)
Cosmic Circle (CC)
Rotating Bull's-Eye Pattern (RBP)
Celtic Cross Spiral Line (CCS)
Geodetic Line (GL)*
Subtle Irregular Line (SIL)
Serpent Line/ Dragon Line (DL)
Positive 4-Spiral Bull's-Eye (P4B)
Potential Cavity Vortex (PCV)
Three-Spiral Cylinder (3SC)
Positive Mental Line (PML)
Aerial Grid Line (AGL)*
Inflow Zone (IZ)
Electromagnetic Vortex (EMV)
River Lines (RL)
Positive Bull's-Eye Pattern (PBP)
Reversing Monadic Spiral (RMS)
Wide Conc. Cylinder Cluster (WCCC)
Pos. Straight Monadic Path (PSMP)
Celtic Cross Straight Line (CCS)
Continental Spiral (CS)
Telluric Channel (TC)
Chi Lines (CL)
Single Subtle Spiral (SSS)
Spiral-Fed Grid (SFG)
Sleep Lines (SLP)
Triple Spiral (TS)
Single Oval Cylinder (SOC)
Single Circle (SC)
Wide Planetary Grid Line (WPG)*
Blind Spring or Water Dome (BS)
Celtic Cross Circle (CCC)

Twin Triple Pathway
Mixed Energy Reversing Pathway
Wide 23-Plane Spring Locator
Irregular 12-Plane Spring Locator
5-Plane Spring Spiral
Downward 11-cylinder Vortex
Upward 11-Cylinder Vortex
Enormous 3-Plane Cylinder
Straight Beneficial 7-Plane Pathway
Huge 11-Plane Concentric Cylinders
Rotating 6-Plane Concentric Cyls.
Wide 5-Plane Spiral
Wide 11-Plane Alternating Pathway
Irregular 4-Plane Pathway
Enormous 21-Plane Spiral Pathway
Spiral Concentric Cylinder Complex
Single Vertical Line
Spiral Cylinder Complex
Benef. 5-Plane Meandering Pathway
Paired 12-Plane Grid Pathway
12-Plane Concentric Cylinders
Paired Mixed 11-Cylinder Vortex
5-Plane River Bed Indicator
4-Plane Concentric Cylinders
Day-Night Reversing 6-Plane Spiral
Huge 87-Plane Concentric Cylinders
Wide Double 4-Plane Pathway
3/5/7-Plane Straight Pathway
Enormous 21-Plane Spiral
Single-Plane Vortex Connector
Single-Plane Meandering Pathway
Single Tight CCW Spiral
Spiral Grid Complex
Night-time 11-Plane Pathway
6-Plane Spiral Triangle
Single-Plane Oval Cylinder
Downward Single-Plane Cylinder
8/11-Plane Variable Grid
Single-Plane Spring Cylinder
Hundred-Plane Concentric Cylinder

Two sets of three parallel, vertical planes
30 straight, parallel, equidistant, vert. planes at 9" intervals; Day: energy moves downward; rev. at night
23 straight, parallel, vert., equidistant planes; 20 feet wide; like the night AST but all planes are beneficial
4 sets of 3 parallel, vertical planes, roughly 6 feet wide, occurring in groups of three
Five parallel, equidistant, vertical planes in a tight CCW spiral, formed above a rising water column
"Tornado" shape of 11 concentric, vertical cylinders; CW spin; very complex formation but very common
Upside-down version of the above with upward-moving energy; CCW spin; also very complex and common
Three concentric, vertical cylinders, about 9 inches apart but with a diameter of roughly 350 feet; frequent
Seven parallel, equidistant, vertical planes; 3 feet wide and straight
11-plane, vertical, concentric cylinders, 352-358 feet in diameter; about 7.5 inches between planes
6 evenly-spaced, vertical, concentric cylinders; about 10 foot diameter; CW rotation; strongest at center 3
foot wide, vertical, 5-plane spiral; spinning outward CW or CCW; ending within 1/4 mile in a tight spiral
Straight, vertical, single plane in a several-hundred-foot wide group of 11 yin/yang pathways
4 straight, vertical, non-directional planes; 21 inches wide with 5" between inner planes, 8 " between outer
Twenty-one vertical, single-plane, CW or CCW spirals; 100+ feet between planes; infrequent
Five concentric, vertical cylinders with four CW and CCW, spiraling, single planes moving toward it
Single, vertical, or slightly leaning line; no thickness; forms at the center point of a future sinkhole
4-foot vertical cylinder flowing into three short, CCW, 3-plane, vertical spirals, each 6 inches wide in total
Five parallel, vertical, equidistant planes; about 1 foot wide and undulating
3 sets of 4 vertical up & downward-flowing planes; 4 feet between sets, 9 feet wide in total; occur in pairs
12 equidistant, vertical, concentric cylinders; 22 inches apart, 25 foot diameter; energy moves downward
Combines all of the features of Electric and Magnetic Vortices ("MV" & "EV" above); occur in nearby pairs
Five straight, vertical, parallel, equidistant planes at an 11-inch spacing, usually following a river's course
Four concentric, vertical cylinders forming a 6 to 14 foot diameter "target" pattern
Day: 6 vert., parallel, equidistant planes in a 10" wide spiral; energy moves outward & CCW, rev. at night
87 vertical, equidistant, concentric cylinders; 167 foot diameter; intensity highest at center
2 parallel sets of 4 vertical, parallel, equidistant planes at 7 inch plane spacing; 19 feet between sets
Many vertical, parallel, equidistant, straight, 3 foot wide pathways, each with 3, 5, or 7 planes
21 vertical, parallel, equidistant planes at 180 foot spacing; paired CW and CCW, outward-flowing spirals
Single, straight, vertical plane follows a low-frequency AC or DC power flow connecting "EV" & "MV", above
Single, 3" wide, vert., undulating, unidirectional plane; often enters east window/door and exits in the west
Single, vertical, outward & CCW-moving spiral plane at 14 inch spacing; energy decreases from the center
Four 3-plane, vert. spirals flow outward & CCW 16 feet into a single-plane grid crossing, 20 miles apart
11 straight, vertical, parallel, equidistant planes flowing north-south at 6 inch spacing; only occurs at night
Three large, connected, vertical, 6-plane spirals, rotating inward & CCW, in a 100 foot triangular pattern
Single-plane, vertical, oval cylinder; less than 9 feet across but sizes vary
Single, vertical cylinder; roughly 30 foot diameter; energy moves downward
8 or 11 vertical, parallel, nearly straight, variable-width, infrequent, unidirectional, grid-forming planes
Underground pool formed from rising water forms vert. energy cylinder; origin point of "WE", "AST" & "AS"
Hundreds of vertical, equidistant, concentric cylinders formed at center crossing of "CCS" planes (above)

* The term, "ley line" can mean almost anything, but the "GL", "AGL", and "WPG" are the three most often referred to by that title. They differ in pattern, width, and intensity. "GL" lines are
hundreds of feet wide and rare, "AGL" lines are about 9 feet wide and infrequent, and "WPG" lines are 29 to 42 feet wide, occurring every 123 miles (E-W lines only).

